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A C C U M E N  S H A P E S  L T D    a d d i n g  V A L U E  t o  b u i l d i n g s  

Architects, designers and competent tradespersons must follow professional trade specifications for 
the application of a weather tight membrane on the building BEFORE fixing Accumen® decorative 
details.  We strongly recommend that only informed competent installers fix the decorative details.  
Decorative details may be water repellent in themselves, but due to the diverse situations they may be 
used in, Accumen Shapes Ltd’s warranty is therefore limited to the quality of the goods supplied. 

ENVIRONMENTAL INFORMATION 
 
Accumen Shapes Limited (ASL) is actively involved in the recycling of its products 
in many ways. 
 

KICKIT® PLASTER 
 
Wet KickIt® plaster that is left at the end of the day is used up by mixing it with 
other specified ingredients and poured into fibreglass or silicone moulds to 
manufacture some of our other stock decorative details eg. corbels, dentils and 
any other required 3D shapes (minimum waste). 
 

EPS 
 
Our EPS is 98% air, lightweight, does not contain CFCs and is 100% recyclable. 
 
Our waste EPS is recycled in several ways: 
 

1. Off cuts are ground to the size of barley sugar and reprocessed to 
manufacture a 50mm thick packaging board that is used by ASL to wrap 
up and protect the decorative details from damage when shipping around 
New Zealand and overseas. 

2. Off cuts are also recycled and used to manufacture drainage boards for 
retaining walls. 

3. Off cuts can be melted to become solid EPS blocks.  Once solidified the 
block can be used in the production of products such as pens, coats, CD 
cases etc. 
 

Environmentally friendly expanded polystyrene shows that its impact on the 
environment is far less than other materials and is a good option when it comes 
to manufactured goods. 


